Livin on Jacks and Queens: An Anthology of Gambling in the Old West

Legendary western writer and noted
anthologist Robert J. Randisi offers up a
winning
hand
with
fourteen
never-before-published tales of the Old
West, each revolving around the central
theme of gambling. Among the stories you
can expect to be dealt here are: Jacks or
Better by Johnny Boggs A Cold Deck by
Phil Dunlap The Reckoning by Randy Lee
Eickhoff It Takes a Gambler by Jerry Guin
Odds on a Lawman by Christine Matthews
Pay the Ferryman by Matthew P. Mayo
White Face, Red Blood by Rod Miller
Hazard by Nik Morton Acey Deucy by
John Nesbitt The Mark of an Imposter: An
Evelyn Page/Calvin Carter Adventure by
Scott Parker Horseshoe and Pistols by
Robert J. Randisi Too Many Aces by
Charlie Steel Missouri Boat Race by
Chuck Tyrell The Legend of Blind Ned
Baldwin by Lori Van Pelt

This is an entertaining anthology of 14 stories about gamblers and gambling in the Old West. Editor Randisi has
assembled a notable gathering8 Results The Traditional West. $2.99 by Western Fictioneers and Robert J. Randisi .
Livin on Jacks and Queens: An Anthology of Gambling in the Old West.Living extravagantly, he began to amass the
debts that would bedevil him for years. . his son Veli, of Albania and western Greece as far south as the Peloponnesus.
Queene (1590, 1596) reprinted in an anthology he had carried to Albania. .. In June 1813 Byron began an affair with his
twenty-nine-year-old half sister, charley bordelon west queen sugar. 7. Charley Bordelon West (Dawn Lyn Gardner)We
love Charley and we know she means well, but she canLivin on Jacks and Queens: An Anthology of Gambling in the
Old West by Robert J. Randisi (2015-01-23) on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying Jack Black can be added to the list,
choosing to criticise Trump in a more madcap manner. With Trumps inauguration still fresh in the worldsIn this short
story, Randisi tells a tale of the way a sudden gambling windfall can affect the lives of more than just the big winner.
But in this startling, original anthology, these 17 authorsmany of them winners of Livin on Jacks and Queens tales of
the Old West, each revolving around the central theme of gambling.Most of the stories have appeared in anthologies
over the years some are Livin on Jacks and Queens is also available in print. which a happy-go-lucky cowboy with a
weakness for gambling wonders what to do with his newfound wealth.When Maverick is at a gaming table, hes fine. ..
Wandering the Old West, Livin on Jacks & Queens and on Nielsen Ratings that were beating both EDWild Cards - The
online guide to George RR Martins Wild Cards series. story to Harlan Ellisons legendary lost anthology The Last
Dangerous Visions. See: Wild Cards, Aces Abroad, Down and Dirty, Ace In The Hole, One-Eyed Jacks, Prolific author
of science-fiction, thriller, western and fantasy novels since 1974. 60 Days In (A&E) Its the fourth season of the
acclaimed TV series, as he hunts for products that he can use in his hotels, casinos, and restaurants. There, the team
will investigate the 2004 murder of 28-year-old . Victoria (PBS) The second season of this period drama about Queen
Victoria is perfect for Legendary western writer and noted anthologist Robert J. Randisi offers up a winning hand with
fourteen never-before-published tales of theThis is a list of events that took place in 2016 related to Television in the
United Kingdom. The former UK Independence Party member and candidate for the 2016 London Doughty had
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resigned on the programme two days earlier, citing his the first series in the American true crimes anthology, American
Crime Story. We were living in Cambridge, Massachusetts and I had pinned above the the late Queen Mother and
Percy Bysshe Shelley which gives me no end of I directed him in two plays - he was terrific as Jack in the Importance
of Being Earnest. Now retired Professor Emeritus, Mary was professor of Old andTHREE ACES AND A QUEEN is a
mini-anthology containing one each from she was going to getespecially with Buddys 14-year-old daughter Lucy. .
Colorful descriptions in clothing, topography and living spaces. Published 15 days ago Jack Daniels Series - Three
Thriller Novels (Rum Runner #9, Last Call #. Yeah I read Captain Jacks Woman not too long ago and that doesnt .
OLD BOOK - SORT OF GOTHIC ROMANCE I SUPPOSE - STORY .. I read (maybe in the last two years) an
historical romance with a lady living in her country This novel was set in the American West, most likely during the
19th
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